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Resources and Organization

more general stress on the importance of organi
zation and resources, with greater appreciation and
empirical attention paid to variation in the nature
and source of organization and resources. Part 4
includes selections that focus more on the ways in
which the informal networks and ecological/spatial
structure ofaggrieved communities facilitate move
ment emergence. In Part 3, however, we focus more
on work in the resource mobilization tradition
work that underscores the importance of formal
organization and external resources in the genera
tion and sustenance of movement activity.

In an article out of their groundbreaking com
parative study of homeless mobilization in eight
U.S. cities, Dan Cress and David Snow document
the critically important role of external "benefac
tors" in accounting for variation in the viability of
homeless SMOs. Of the 15 SMOs they studied, the
authors deemed seven "viable" and eight "nonvia
ble." Five ofthe seven viable organizations managed
to attract the support ofexternal sponsors or "bene
factors." None of the eight nonviables were able to
do so. The article also differentiates between types
of resources and analyzes the combinations that
appear to be most important in helping to sustain
viable SMOs.

The second selection, by Elizabeth Armstrong,
documents and provides a compelling account of
the "the crystallization ofa field oflesbian/gay orga
nizations in San Francisco, 1969-1973." Drawing
on both institutional theory and social movement
scholarship, Armstrong argues that the simulta
neous temporal embedding of the embryonic gay
liberation movement in both the late New Left
and increasingly conservative political establish
ment powerfully shaped the initial emergence and
subsequent "settlement" of the movement in San
Francisco. Emerging near the peak of the late New

135

n Part 2 we focused on the ways in which sys
tems of institutionalized politics shape the emer

ence, development, and ultimate fate of social
ovements. These systems-in both their stable
tures and variable aspects-condition collective

tion by posing new threats to, or opportunities
r, the advancement of group interests. But threats
d opportunities alone do not make a movement.
en the most favorable political environment only
ates a certain structural potential for success
collective action. Among the most important

tors determining whether this potential will be
lized is the organizational capacity of any group
t would challenge the system. In the absence of
ficient organization and resources, a challenger
nlikely to act no matter the intensity of the
vance or the actual or perceived availability of
ortunity to do so.

This fundamental insight is at the heart of the
urce mobilization perspective on social move
ts. As first articulated by John McCarthy and

yer Zald (1973, 1977), resource mobilization the
accented the role of resource acquisition and

Ioyment. It is the mobilization ofnew resources,
contended, that keys the emergence and devel
ent of social movements. In particular, they
sed the importance offormal social movement
nizations (SMOs) and external resources in
rding traditionally powerless groups the capac
o sustain movement activity.
nitially some critics charged that the empha
n formal organization and external resources
ured the critical role played by informal grass
s groups and the human resources of indige-
s communities in the creation of insurgency
Adam 1999 [1982]; Morris 1984; Piven and
ard 1979). In time, however, the distinction
een these two emphases has evolved into a
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Social Networks

rior to the mid-1970S, explanations of differ
ential recruitment and participation tended to

ster under the canopy of a "dispositional" per
ctive. Emphasis was placed on the ways in which
chological traits or states render individuals

re or less susceptible to participation in crowds
social movement activities. The underlying

mption (was) that certain personality charac-
stics and/or cognitive and emotional states are
ly to make the appeal of some movements espe
y attractive, thus predisposing some individuals
rticipation" (Rohlinger and Snow 2003: 505).
eluded among the various psychological

s or states posited as key correlates or causes of
.cipation were heightened frustration (Dollard

1939), authoritarian personalities (Adorno et
50), and unresolved emotional conflicts with
its (Feuer 1969). Today such dispositional
theses have little traction among students
cruitment and participation for two reasons:
research examining the relationship between
sitional factors and movement participation
rovided little empirical support for the con
n; and second, there was a paradigmatic shift,
en the mid-1970S and -1980s, that emphasized
tionality of social movement actors and the
ly embedded and structured character of
tment and participation. It is this recognition
ifferential recruitment and participation is
socially structured that is the focus of this

~ shift was prompted in large part by the
ation that movement recruitment is generally
ly to occur in the absence of prior connec
() one or more recruitment agents. As Snow,
1', and Ekland-Olson (1980) framed the issue

initial call for a microstructural approach
recruitment:

(E)ven if one accepts the ... contention that some
individuals are predisposed social-psychologically
to movement participation, the following question
still remains: What determines which potential
participants are most likely to come into contact
with and be recruited into one movement rather
than another, if any movement at all? (1980: 789)

Their answer, based on analysis of data on the
recruitment paths of participants in two religious
movements and of University of Texas students in
various forms of activism, was straightforward.
In their words, "the probability of being recruited
into a particular movement is largely a function of
two conditions: (1) links to one or more movement
members through a preexisting or emergent inter
personal tie; and (2) the absence of countervailing

ties" (1980: 798).
This and much subsequent research on social

networks-the operative term for links, ties, and
connections between two or more units ofanalysis
focuses on interpersonal networks as a key vari
able accounting for differential recruitment. But it
is important to understand that such network ties
are usually embedded in community and organi
zational contexts, and that some such contexts may
be more facilitative of recruitment and participa
tion than others. Thus, in the first selection, Marc
Dixon and Vincent Roscigno's study of striking
workers at Ohio State University in 2000 shows
that those workers who were embedded in a strik
ing unit were more likely to participate in the strike
than other workers because those "workplace net
works" functioned as critical conduits for "griev
ance sharing and identity formation prior to the
strike" and influenced "individual decision making
and calculations at a pivotal point" in the process.

In the second selection, Doug McAdam and
Ronnelle Paulsen focus not only on organizational

255



256 PART 5: SOCIAL NETWORKS

affiliation or embeddedness, but also on the inter
section of network associations with other factors
that can affect participation. They do so by com
paring those who took part in the 1964 Mississippi
Freedom Summer Project with those who applied
and were accepted by project organizers, but did
not participate. Using original project applications
and follow-up surveys, they highlight a particular
confluence offactors that greatly increased the like
lihood ofinvolvement in the summer project. More
specifically, they show that those applicants who
were overwhelmingly likely to make it to Mississippi
were those who framed project participation in
terms of a salient prior identity (e.g., "Christian,"
"teacher," etc.), who were members oforganizations
supportive of this link between identity and action,
and who encountered little opposition from parents
or other significant others.

The selections by Dixon and Roscigno and
McAdam and Paulsen not only provide further
confirmation of the importance ofnetwork embed
dedness for recruitment and participation, but they
also hint at why social ties matter with their parallel
findings regarding the participatory efficacy ofnet
works that develop or sustain individual and group
identities. In the final reading in this section, David
Smilde pursues more directly this important issue

ofwhy and how networks matter through his
of conversion to Pentecostalism among a
of Venezuelan men. He finds, among other
that while network links are strong determinants
who converts, other factors also matter, Such as
individual's experience with life problems.

Together, the three readings in this section
clearly demonstrate the salience of Social networks
in relation to differential recruitment and partici_
pation. They also suggest why and in What ways
networks matter. As well, they reflect how this line
of research has become increasingly more sophisti_
cated and nuanced both theoretically and method_
ologically (See Diani 2004, and Diani and MCAdam
2003, for overviews and further work).

Do these observations add up to the conclu_
sion that psychological factors are irrelevant to the
study of differential recruitment and participa_
tion? Certainly not! In our view, various cognitive,
motivational, and emotional factors figure promi
nently in the determination ofinitial and sustained
participation, but the nature of the relations is
more complex than theorized in earlier work. The
importance of cognitive and motivational factors
to participation and the complexity of the relation
ship will be taken up in the next two parts of this
section.
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Specifying the Relationship Between Social Ties and Activism 277

nonetheless plagued by a troubling theoretical and
empirical imprecision that raises important ques
tions about their ultimate utility. This imprecision
stems from three sources.

First these studies are generally silent on the basic
sociological dynamics that account for the reported
findings. That is, in most cases, no theory is offered
to explain the observed effects of social ties on
activism (for exceptions, see Opp 1989; Fernandez
and McAdam 1988; and Gould 1993, 1991). So there
remains a fundamental question about what the
findings mean.

A second source of imprecision stems from the
failure of movement scholars to specify and test
the precise dimensions of social ties that seem to
account for their role as facilitators of activism. As
Marwell, Oliver, and Prahl (1988, p. 502) note, "it
is widely agreed that participants in social move
ment organizations are usually recruited through
preexisting social ties.... But exactly how and why
social ties are important is less well established."1

may be somewhat higher in larger work units, this asso
ciation becomes weak and slightly negative once controls
for individual status attributes and network identity and
strike support measures are included. Consequently, the
actual slope effects and our interpretations did not vary
when we ran separate models for small, medium, and large
work units.
17. The vast majority ofCWA members work on the first shift.
The third shift workers, however, who reported to work on
the evening before the strike faced an immediate on-the-spot
decision of whether or not to walk out. According to one of
our informants, many came with picket signs and noisemak
ers at hand and actually ran out of the facilities in a jubilant
display at midnight.
18. This arguably makes such a setting ideal for case anal
yses of mobilization. The significant variation in statuses
denoted throughout, on the other hand, may make our case
more complicated than some mobilization campaigns that
organize around a unique identity or a singular status.

ore broadly, this finding reflects a division between con
'ons of worker resistance focused on heightened subjec

rievances (or consciousness-based approaches) versus
nts more informed by resource mobilization theory,
tend to highlight the structural capacity of workers in

e advantaged labor market positions and their ability to
clraw labor without fear of replacement.
igure 2 is generated from eq. (3) of table 5, using the
ficient for work unit activism and discrete attributes of

s of workers informed by the patterns suggested in
nalyses of individual attributes (table 4). High-status
lizers are white skilled workers who are card-carrying
n members, and who earn one standard deviation
ethe mean in hourly wages. Low-status mobilizers

frican-American custodial workers who are card
ing union members, and who earn a standard devi
below the mean in hourly wages. All other workers

epresented who do not hold these attributes. Although
iate associations suggest that levels of participation

ecifying the Relationship Between Social Ties and Activism
G MCADAM AND RONNELLE PAULSEN

dam, Doug and Ronnelle Paulsen. 1993. "Specifying the
tionship Between Social Ties and Activism." American
nal ofSociology 99: 640-667. Reprinted by permission
he University of Chicago Press. Notes have been
mbered and edited.

ecent years much attention in the social-move
ts literature has been focused on the role of
al or organizational ties in movement recruit
t. The result has been a growing body of stud

that appear to attest to the causal importance of
anizational ties (Barnes and Kaase 1979; Curtis

Zurcher 1973; Fernandez and McAdam 1988;
uld 1991; McAdam 1986; Rosenthal et al. 1985;
m 1972; Walsh and Warland 1983) or prior con
with a movement participant (Bolton 1972;

et, Klandermans, and Kroon 1987; Gerlach and
1e 1970; McAdam 1986; Snow, Zurcher, and
and-Olson 1980; Zurcher and Kirkpatrick 1976)
strong predictors of individual activism. But
ile they remain important, these studies are
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278 PART 5: SOCIAL NETWORKS

This second problem is very much related to the
first. Having failed to advance a theory that speci
fies the precise link between social ties and activ
ism, empirical researchers have been content to
assess the basic strength of the relationship instead
of testing the causal power of the various dimen
sions of social ties. Accordingly, we do not really
know whether it is the presence of a tie, the number
of ties, or the salience, centrality, or strength of a
tie that determines its effectiveness as a recruitment
agent.

Finally, and perhaps most important, the
existing studies fail to acknowledge conceptu
ally or treat empirically the fact that individuals
are invariably embedded in many organizational
or associational networks or individual relation
ships that may expose the individual to conflicting
behavioral pressures. This weakness is due to all the
well-known dangers of sampling on the dependent
variable. Almost invariably, the studies of move
ment recruitment start by surveying activists after
their entrance into the movement. But showing
that these activists were linked to the movement
by some preexisting network tie does not prove the
causal potency of that tie. No doubt there are many
others who also had ties to the movement but did
not participate in its activities. We suspect one of
the principal reasons for the failure of the tie to
impel participation in these cases is the existence of
other, perhaps more salient, ties that are constrain
ing involvement. But, to date, our lack ofconceptual
models ofthe recruitment process and the tendency
to study activists after the fact of their participation
has left the effects of these "multiple embeddings"
unexamined.

In this article we hope to address these short
comings in the network literature on recruitment.
We will begin by briefly reviewing the existing lit
erature on recruitment to activism and placing the
recent emphasis on structural or network factors in
the context of a broader discussion ofother possible
causal influences. We will then sketch a very rudi
mentary model ofrecruitment as mediated by social
ties. In doing so we will take conceptual account of
the multiple embeddings typical of social life. We
will then use this model as a basis for examining the
role ofsocial ties in mediating individual recruitment

to the 1964 Mississippi Freedom Summer Project.
Specifically, we will seek to determine (a) which
dimensions of social ties (e.g., salience, strong vs.
weak, etc.) have the most causal potency and (b)
how competing ties affect the decision of whether
or not to participate in the project.

Review of the Literature
Among the topics that have most concerned
researchers in the field of social movements is that
of "differential recruitment" (Jenkins 1983, p. 528;

Zurcher and Snow 1981, p. 449). What accounts for
individual variation in movement participation?
Why does one individual get involved while another
remains inactive? Until recently, researchers have
sought to answer these questions on the basis of
individual characteristics of movement activists.

Psychological or Attitudinal
Accounts of Activism

The basic assumption underlying such accounts is
that it is some psychological or attitudinal "fit" with
the movement that either compels participation or,
at the very least, renders the individual susceptible
to recruiting appeals.

For all their apparent theoretical sophistication,
empirical support for all of these individually based
psychological or attitudinal accounts of participa
tion has proved elusive. Summarizing his exhaus
tive survey of the literature on the relationship
between activism and various psychological factors,
Mueller (1980, p. 69) concludes that "psychological
attributes of individuals, such as frustration and
alienation, have minimal direct impact for explain
ing the occurrence of rebellion and revolution per
se." Much the same conclusion has been reached as
regards the link between attitudes and activism. On
the basis ofhis analysis of215 studies of the relation
ship between individual attitudes and riot partic
ipation, McPhail (1971) concludes that "individual
predispositions are, at best, insufficient to account"
for participation in collective action.2

Does this mean thatpsychological characteristics
or attitudes are irrelevant to the study of individual
activism? Certainly not. In our view, both remain
important insofar as they demarcate a "latitude of
rejection" (Petty and Cacioppo 1981) within which
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dividuals are highly unlikely to get involved in
iven movement. However, in the case of most
yements the size of the pool of recruits-the
itude of acceptance"-is still many times larger
h the actual number of persons who take part
ny given instance of activism. Klandermans
Oegema (1987) provide an interesting illustra
of the size of these respective groups in their
y of recruitment to a major peace demonstra
in the Netherlands. On the basis of before

-after interviews with a sample of 114 persons, ,
authors conclude that 26% of those interviewed
e unavailable for recruitment because of their
'c disagreement with the goals of the demon
tion. That left nearly three-quarters of the sam
s potentially available for recruitment. Yet only
ctually attended the rally. It is precisely this

arity between attitudinal affinity and actual
icipation that, of course, requires explanation.
thing seems clear, however; given the size of
disparity, the role of individual attitudes (or
sychological factors from which they derive) in
ing activism must be regarded as fairly limited.
% of all those who are attitudinally or psycho
ally disposed to activism choose, as they did in
case, not to participate, then clearly some other

or or set of factors is mediating the recruitment
ess.

ostructural Accounts of Activism
e psychological and attitudinal explanations of
vidual participation have been weak, there has

increased usage of alternative microstructural
anations. The microstructural account posits
it is relatively unimportant if a person is ideo
ally or psychologically predisposed to partici
n when they lack the structural location that

litates participation. Without structural factors
texpose the individual to participation opportu
es or pull them into activity, the individual will

in inactive. A number of recent studies appear
monstrate the strength of stru~tural or net
factors in accounting for activism (Fernandez

McAdam 1989; Gould 1990, 1991; Marwell et al.
McAdam 1986; McCarthy 1987; Orum 1972;

1990; Rosenthal et al. 1985; Snow et al.
These studies tend to focus on two sources

of the link between the potential recruit and social
movement activity: interpersonal ties and member
ship in organizations.

Interpersonal ties-Knowing someone who is
already involved in social movement activity is one
of the strongest predictors of recruitment into the
membership (Briet et al. 1987; Gerlach and Hine
1970; Heirich 1977; McAdam 1986; arum 1972; Snow
1976; Snow et al. 1980; Von Eschen, Kirk, and Pinard
1971; Zurcher and Kirkpatrick 1976; Bolton 1972).

Strong or dense interpersonal networks encourage
the extension ofan invitation to participate and they
ease the uncertainty of mobilization. Oliver (1984),

for example, finds that one of the best predictors
of participation in neighborhood organizations is
residence in the same area as one's closest friends
or relatives. Oliver also states that "social ties may
be thought of as indicators of subjective interest in
the neighborhood, as factors influencing the avail
ability of solidarity incentives for participation in
collective action or as factors reducing the cost of
action by making communication easier" (1984, p.
604). These notions elaborate on why social ties are
an important measure in the prediction of partici
pation.

Membership in organizations-Organizational
membership is another microstructural factor
that has been linked to individual activism. There
are two possible explanations for the relationship,
the first of which has already been mentioned.
Membership in organizations is an extension of
the interpersonal social tie. Acquaintances made
in the formal setting of the organization form
elaborate structures of interpersonal ties. In other
words, belonging to an organization is a good way
to meet people and the likelihood of being pulled
into social-movement activity increases through
this contact with others. Movement organizers have
long appreciated how difficult it is to recruit single
isolated individuals and therefore expend most of
their energies on mobilizing support within exist
ing organizations.

The alternative explanation draws on the rela
tionship between organizational membership and
feelings ofpersonal efficacy. It appears that individ
uals who hold membership in several organizations
have a stronger sense of efficacy than those who
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have few or no memberships (Finke1198s; Neal and
Seeman 1964; Sayre 1980). A strong sense of efficacy
is also a good predictor ofparticipation in collective
action (Craig 1979; Paulsen 1990, 1991; Sutherland
1981; Travers 1982).

Whether the positive relationship between
membership in organizations and activism is
explained using networks of interpersonal ties or
the development of a sense of efficacy, its existence
is well established. Empirical evidence supporting
the relationship is clear in a wide variety of social
movement contexts including the civil rights move
ment (McAdam 1986), student sit-ins (arum 1972),
and the antinuclear movement (Walsh and Warland
1983).

Toward an Elaborated Microstructural
Model of Recruitment
In our view, the recent emphasis on structural or
network factors in movement recruitment repre
sents a welcome corrective to the earlier individ
ualistic accounts of activism. And certainly the
empirical evidence linking individual or organiza
tional ties to movement participation appears to be
stronger than the simple association between either
psychological attributes or attitudes and individual
activism.

Not discounting this progress, serious concep
tual and methodological lacunae continue to plague
the structural network approaches to the study of
movement recruitment. Three such problems were
noted above. First, we still lack a general sociolog
ical explanation of the empirical effects reported
in these studies. In short, we have demonstrated a
strong association between social ties and activism,
but have largely failed to account for the relationship
theoretically. Second, perhaps owing to the absence
of any real social structural theory of recruit
ment, with a few notable exceptions (Fernandez
and McAdam 1988; Gould 1991, 1993; Marwell et al.
1988) researchers have failed to distinguish empiri
cally between various dimensions of social ties. So
it remains unclear which aspect(s) of a social tie
(e.g., strength, salience, centrality) accounts for its
effectiveness as a recruitment agent. Finally, as both
Roger Gould (1991, 1993) and Andrew Marchant
Shapiro (1990) have perceptively noted, our efforts

to assess the link between social ties and
have thus far been seriously hampered by a
truncated view of this relationship. As Gould
p. 14) notes, these studies rest on "the pn~supp()~iJ

tion that existing social relations exert an
ditionally positive influence on a group's CalJac:itv
to mobilize for collective action." In point of
social ties may constrain as well as encourage
ism. Our failure to acknowledge the variable
of social ties is due, in turn, to our failure to
account of the "multiple embeddings" that charac
terize people's lives. The effect of these two lllrlitiJlt?:

presumptions has been to structure empirical anal
ysis in ways that virtually assure positive effects.
First, we have tended only to study activists, thereby
inflating the positive influence of existing social
ties. And second, instead of examining a range of
social ties, we have restricted our attention to a sin
gle class of ties: those linking the subject to others in
the movement. This leaves unexamined (a) all those
nonactivists who also had ties to the movement and
(b) the effect of other social ties-parents, peers,
and so forth-on the recruitment process. To truly
test the utility of a structural/network account of
activism we must take account of both phenomena.
To do so, however, first requires a fuller conceptu
alization of the role of social ties in the recruitment
process. In sketching such a conceptualization, we
will begin by stressing the importance of two con
cepts: multiple ties and Sheldon Stryker's notion of
identity salience (1968).

All of us, except perhaps for the occasional her
mit, are embedded in many relationships. Some of
these are mediated by formal organizational pro
cesses; the rest by informal interpersonal dynam
ics involving one or more persons. The presence of
these multiple ties points up the fundamental flaw
in most existing studies of movement recruitment,
which focus solely on the presence or absence of a
prior tie between the subject and someone in the
movement. The question is, Why should this tie be
granted causal primacy? Why should it be exam
ined in the absence of all others? The fact that we
are embedded in many relationships means that any
major decision we are contemplating willlike1y be
mediated by a significant subset of those relation
ships. This, of course, would apply to participation
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any significant forms ofactivism, especially those
fthe "high-risk" variety (McAdam 1986; Wiltfang

d McAdam 1991). The fact that the recruitment
cision is likely to be influenced by a number of

eople, in turn, raises the critical question of how
e individual goes about aggregating the advice she

l' he receives. It is unlikely that all the advice will
e consistent. It is more likely that the contemplated
ction will invite a range of responses from those
arty to the decision-making process. We thus need
model of how these responses are aggregated to
.e1d a final decision.

Here is where Stryker's (1968) notion of iden
'ty salience may prove useful.3 For Stryker (19 81,

p. 23-24), "identities are conceptualized as being
rganized into a hierarchy ofsalience defined by the
robability ofthe various identities being invoked in
given situation or over many situations." In turn,

he salience of any particular identity is a function
f the individual's "commitment" to it, defined "as
he degree to which the individual's relationships
o specified sets of other persons depends on his or
er being a particular kind of person" (1981, p. 24).

So, for Stryker, it is the centrality and importance of
ur relationships with others that serve to establish
nd sustain the salience of various identities.

When applied to the recruitment process, the
erspective above suggests that the decision to join

m not join a movement will be mediated by the
alience of the identity invoked by the movement

and by the support or lack thereof that the prospec
tive recruit receives from those persons who nor
mally serve to sustain or reinforce the identity in
question. This suggests a three-step recruitment
process by which a prospective recruit brings the
intended behavior-in this case, movement partic
ipation-into alignment with their existing hierar
chy of identities. First, the individual must be the
object of a recruiting appeal (whether direct or, in
the case of the media, indirect) that succeeds in cre
ating a positive association between the movement
and a highly salient identity. This linkage creates
the initial disposition to participate in the move
ment. Second, the recruit discusses this disposi
tion with those persons who normally sustain the
identity in question. In effect, the recruit is seek
ing to confirm the linkage between movement and

identity and thus the ultimate "correctness" of the
intention to participate. Should the recruit receive
this confirmation, she or he would still need to rec
oncile the intended action with the demands of any
countervailing identities that may be even mme
salient. This would again open the individual up
to influence attempts by those persons on whose
support these more salient identities rest. The ulti
mate decision to participate, then, would depend on
the confluence of four limiting conditions: (1) the
occurrence of a specific recruiting attempt, (2) the
conceptualization of a tentative linkage between
movement participation and identity, (3) support
for that linkage from persons who normally serve to
sustain the identity in question, and (4) the absence
of strong opposition from others on whom other
salient identities depend. The prohibitive nature
of these conditions may help explain why so few of
those whose attitudes place them in the "latitude
of acceptance" (Petty and Cacioppo 1981) actually
engage in activism.

This perspective would also help to account
for the oft-noted role of established organizations
(Curtis and Zurcher 1973; McAdam 1982; Morris
1984; Oberschall 1973; Rosenthal et al. 1985) in
the recruitment process. Provided that the iden
tity invoked by the organization (e.g., "Christian,"
"feminist," etc.) is highly salient to its members, it
would be hard to imagine a more efficient way to
recruit movement adherents.4 In effect, when orga
nizations serve as recruiting agents, the three-step
process outlined above is reduced to a two-step pro
cess. The initial recruiting appeal is immediately
merged with efforts to confirm the "correctness"
of the link between member status and movement
participation. Moreover, the organization may well
retain a virtual monopoly on those significant oth
ers who have long sustained the identity in ques
tion. To the extent that these referent others have
affiliated with the movement, it will be difficult for
the individual in question not to do so as well.

But the ultimate utility of this perspective
will not derive from the plausible interpretation
it affords past findings, but rather from how well
it accords with data designed to test its merits.
This is what we hope to do in the remainder of the
article.
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The Study
In seeking to assess the role of social ties in move
ment recruitment, we will focus on a single instance
of high-risk activism: participation in the 1964

Mississippi Freedom Summer Project. That cam
paign brought hundreds of primarily white, north
ern college students to Mississippi for all, or part of,
the summer of1964 to help staff"Freedom Schools,"
register black voters, and dramatize the contin
ued denial of civil rights throughout the South:
As instances of activism go, the summer project
was time-consuming, physically demanding, and
highly newsworthy.

The project itself began in early June with the
first contingent ofvolunteers arriving in Mississippi
fresh from a week of training at Oxford, Ohio.
Within ten days, three project members, Mickey
Schwerner, James Chaney, and Andrew Goodman,
had been kidnapped and killed by a group of segre
gationists led by Mississippi law-enforcement offi
cers. That event set the tone for the summer as the
remaining volunteers endured beatings, bombings,
and arrests. Moreover, most did so while sharing
the grinding poverty and unrelieved tension that
was the daily lot of the black families that housed
them.

Preliminary to their participation in the cam
paign, all prospective volunteers filled out detailed
applications providing information on, among other
topics, their organizational affiliations, previous
civil rights activities, and reasons for volunteering.
On the basis of these applications (and, on occa
sion, subsequent interviews), the prospective vol
unteer was either accepted or rejected. Acceptance
did not necessarily mean participation in the cam
paign, however. In advance of the summer, many
of the accepted applicants informed campaign
staffers that they would not be taking part in the
summer effort after all. Completed applications for
all three groups-rejects, participants, and "no
shows"-were copied from the originals which are
now housed in the archives of the Martin Luther
King, Jr., Center for the Study of Non-violence in
Atlanta, and the New Mississippi Foundation in
Jackson, Mississippi,5 A total of 1,068 applications
were coded in connection with this study. The
breakdown of these applications by group is as

follows: 720 participants, 239 no-shows, 55 reje
tions, and 54 whose status as regards the summ
project is unclear.

Besides the five pages of information include
on these forms, the applications also served as th
methodological starting point for a follow-up su
vey of those who applied to the project. Specificall
several items of information from the origin
applications-alma mater, parents' address, majo
in school-functioned as crucial leads in efforts
obtain current addresses for as many of the
cants as possible.

The result of these efforts were verified
addresses for 556 of the 959 participants and
drawals for whom there were applications.
382 (of a total of 720) had been participants in
project, while another 174 (of 239) had wi1thdravm
in advance of the summer. Separate quest:iOJlln:aines
were then prepared and sent to the participants
to the no-shows. Participants were questioned
the influences that led them to apply, their activities
immediately preceding the summer, as well as their
personal and political experiences during and since
the project. The questionnaire sent to the no-shows
dealt with these topics as well as the reasons why
they withdrew from the project. In all, 212 (or 56%)

of the participants and 118 (or 68%) of the no-shows
returned completed questionnaires. In addition, in
depth interviews were conducted with 40 volunteers
and another 40 no-shows to flesh out the informa
tion gleaned from the questionnaires. Together,
the applications, questionnaires, and interviews
provide a rich source of data for an analysis of the
ways in which social ties mediated the decision of
whether or not to take part in the project.

Results
In seeking to learn more about the relationship
between social ties and movement recruitment,
we will address two principal topics. First, we
will take up the issue of multiple ties by examin
ing for each applicant the breadth of support they
received for participation across five categories of
possible ties (parents, friends, civil rights organi
zations, other volunteers, and religious groups or
figures). Second, we will seek to determine which
dimensions of social ties appear to account for their
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'mportant role in recruitment. Specifically, we will
ook at three such dimensions: (1) the strength of
the tie (weak vs. strong), (2) the locus of the tie (face
o-face or geographically removed), and (3) the

salience of the tie,

ultiple Ties
As Gould (1991) and Marchant-Shapiro (1990 ) have
rgued, prior network studies of recruitment have
ailed to take account of the multiple ties that com-
rise a person's social world. Instead, researchers
ave focused on the presence or absence of a particu
ar type of tie-prior contact between the recruit and
another activist-as the crucial relationship mediat
ing entrance into the movement.6 An earlier analysis
ofrecruitment to the Freedom Summer project shares
this deficiency (see McAdam 1986). To illustrate the

oint as well as to provide a statistical baseline for
hat is to follow, we have rerun, using updated data,

the final logit regression from the earlier paper.?
Table 1 reports the results of this analysis.

The dependent variable in the analysis is par
ticipation/nonparticipation in the summer pro
ject. The independent variables include a variety of
measures, among which are the applicant's gender,
race, age, college major, highest grade completed,
and home and college regions. But the single best
predictor of participation is the existence of a prior
strong tie linking the applicant to another volun
teer. However, this is the lone network or social-tie
item included in the analysis. No effort has been
made to assess the impact of other kinds of ties
on the recruitment process. The result is precisely
the kind of truncated analysis of the relationship
between social ties and activism about which critics
such as Gould and Marchant-Shapiro have rightly

complained.
To remedy this deficiency we have sought in the

resent analysis to assess the effect ofvarious types
of ties on the decision to take part in the Freedom
Summer project. Specifically, we have differenti
ated the applicants on the basis of whether or not
they report having received support for participa
tion from each of five categories of others: parents,
friends, religious groups or figures, civil rights
organizations, or another volunteer. The data on
the first three support categories were taken from

a single item on the follow-up survey distributed to
the applicants. The item asked respondents to rank
order, from a fixed list, all those groups or indi
viduals who "positively influenced your decision to
apply to the Freedom Summer Project." The first
three support categories listed above were included
in the responses provided to subjects.s The sub
ject's responses to these three support categories
were coded separately to yield three dichotomous
variables, For example, subject's responses to the
category "parents" were coded "0" and ''1'' to create
the variable "parental support." Listing parents as a
positive influence resulted in a code of ''1''; failure to
list was coded as "0." The same coding procedures
were used in regard to the other two categories of

ties as well.
The fourth support category, civil rights orga-

nizations, was generated using the list of orga
nizational affiliations provided on the original
applications. Those subjects reporting membership
in a civil rights organizations were coded as ''1'' on
this variable; those lacking such an affiliation were
coded as "0." The final support category, "other
volunteers," makes use of the variable, "strong tie
to another volunteer," included in the earlier logit
regression (see table 1). This variable was created
using information provided on the original project
applications. One item on the application asked the
subjects to list at least 10 persons whom they wished
to be kept informed of their summer activities. The
most common categories of names supplied by the
applicants were those of parents, parents' friends,
professors, ministers, and any other noteworthy
or influential adults they had contact with. Quite
often, however, applicants would list another appli
cant. This enabled us to construct a measure of
the interpersonal ties connecting the applicant to
(a) other Freedom Summer volunteers and (b) no
shows, In doing so, we were careful to distinguish
between "strong" and "weak" ties (Granovetter
1973). Persons listed directly on the subject's appli
cation were designated as strong ties, Weak ties
were defined as persons who, although not listed on
the subject's application, were nonetheless linked to
them by way of an intervening strong tie.

The applicant's responses to this application then
were coded to produce a fifth dichotomous variable,
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Table I Logit RegJ;ession Predicting Freedom Summer Participation by Various Independent

Independent Variables Dependent Variable (b)

Level of prior activism .020 .039

N of organizational affiliations ,118' ,059

Strong tie to a volunteer .491** .191

Weak tie to a volunteer ,141 .098

Strong tie to a no-show -,169 .325

Major:

Social science .167 ,324

Other -.137 ,182

Home region:

West north central -,204 .324

New England, -.372 ,387

Mid-Atlantic .294 ,583

East north central -,517 .486

West ,694 ,468

South -.411 ,484

College region:

West north central -,144 ,297

New England -.447 .327

Mid-Atlantic -,251 ,555

East north central .439 ,486

West -.444 .358

South ,748' ,333

Race =white -,135 ,218

Gender =female -.446** ,178

Age ,on+ ,013

Highest grade completed -,014 ,on

Distance from home to Mississippi -,0003 ,0002

Constant 1.039 ,636

Note,-N =766.
a No-shows = 0; volunteers = I.
+P< ,10.
• P < ,05,
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No-ShowsVolunteers

Prior Contact with Another Volunteer:
Interpreting the Relationship
While our efforts to broaden the study of the rela
tionship between social ties and activism have pro
duced results suggesting the importance of various
types of ties (e.g., to parents), they have done noth
ing to undermine the special significance previously
ascribed to contact with another activist, in this
case, another Freedom Summer volunteer. On the
contrary, regardless of what other ties or additional
variables are introduced into the analysis, a strong
tie to another volunteer remains, to this point, the
best predictor of participation in the summer pro
ject. The robustness of this finding suggests a con
clusion that is both interesting and perhaps broadly
relevant in seeking to make a behavioral decision in
the face of conflicting advice from multiple others:
behavioral, as opposed to rhetorical or attitudinal,
support is likely to prove decisive. That is, in sup
porting with their own actions the applicant's origi
nal behavioral intention, other volunteers provided
a more dramatic and, perhaps, more meaningful
form of support than the other ties whose influence
we have sought to measure.

But apart from this generalization, we do not
really know what it is about these ties to other
volunteers that accounts for their predictive sig
nificance. What dimensions of these ties are espe
cially facilitative of activism? In the remainder of

% N % N

Parents 26" 55 14 17

Friends 46 98 52 61

Religious gwups 01- figul-es 14 30 19 22

Civil rights gwups 43+ 313 37 89

Other volunteers 41-- 210 24 36

+P < .10,
-P < ,05.
"p < ,01,

Table 2 Percentage of Volunteers and No-Shows
Reporting Support from Various Sources

termed "volunteer support." Only those applicants
who reported a strong tie to a volunteer were coded
as ''1'' on this variable. All other responses, includ
ing weak ties, were coded as "0."

Table 2 reports the percentage of volunteers
and no-shows who received support from each of
these five support categories. The percentage differ
ence between volunteers and no-shows was signif
icant in regard to the following forms otsupport:
that from parents, civil rights organizations, and
other volunteers. Moreover the differences are in
the expected direction. The differences are espe
cially great in regard to the first and last of these
categories. The percentage of volunteers reporting
support from parents was nearly double the figure
for the no-shows. Andthe proportion of volunteers
reporting support-in the form ofstrong ties-from
other volunteers was 75% greater than the compara
ble figure for no-shows. But these simple bivariate
comparisons tell us little about the impact of these
various forms of support, either in relation to each
other or to the other significant variables shown in
table 1. For that we turn to table 3, which reports
the results of a second logit regression predicting

participation.
Included in the analysis shown in table 3 is a

pared-down version of the model reported in table
1 (including all the significant relationships from
the earlier analysis), plus the five support variables.
The results generally mirror the findings reported
for table 1, while simultaneously confirming the
suggestion contained in table 2.9 That is, in the
aggregate, those who made it to Mississippi did
have the benefit of greater support from parents
and project peers. Or, if one prefers the negative
interpretation, the no-shows were handicapped
by relatively low levels of s~pport from these two
important groups. Whichever interpretation one
prefers-and both are probably operative-the
results support a complex, differentiated view of
the role of social ties in movement recruitment.
Ties to persons not in the movement-in this case,
to parents-may also influence recruitment deci
sions. And, those ties may, as in the case of the
no-shows and their parents, constrain as well as
encourage participation.
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Table 3 Logit Regression Predicting Freedom Summer Participation by Various Independent Variables,
Including Tie Categories

Independent Variables Dependent Variable (b)

Level of prior activism .085' .041

N of organizational affiliations .217+ .129

Weak tie to a volunteer -.524 .403

Strong tie to a no-show -.504 .546

Race == white -.026 .522

Gender == female -.555+ .338

Age .192' .069

Highest grade completed .016 .056

Distance from home to Mississippi .0004 .0003

Support categories:

Parent 1.223' .497
Friends -.491 .368
Religious groups -.548 .526
Civil rights groups .149 .433
Other volunteers 1.360" .455

Constant -4.810" 1.850

Note.-N == 206.

'No-shows == 0; volunteers == I.
+P < .10.

'p < .05,
up < .01.
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this article, we will explore this question in some
detail. Specifically, we will take up two dimensions
of these ties: "strength" and salience.

1. Strength ofties.-Much has been made in the
movement literature of the "strength of weak ties"
(Granovetter 1973) as a force for the diffusion of
collective action. Numerous studies have shown
that movements often spread by means of diffuse
networks of weak bridging ties (Freeman 1973;

McAdam 1982; Oppenheimer 1989) or die for lack
of such ties (Jackson et al. 1960). These findings
suggest that, at the meso level, the critical function
performed by social ties for a movement is one of
communication. However, the findings reported

earlier in tables 1 and 3 suggest a very different role
for social ties at the individual level. The signifi
cant positive relationship between strong ties and
participation and the absence of any relationship
between weak ties and involvement suggests that,
at the microlevel, ties are less important as conduits
of information than as sources of social influence.
And the stronger the tie, the stronger the influence
exerted on the potential recruit. This implies that
the ultimate network structure for a movement
would be one in which dense networks of weak
bridging ties linked numerous local groups bound
together by means of strong interpersonal bonds.
But for our purposes, the mesolevel structure of a
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ent Variables,

.546

.522

.338

.069

.056

.0003

movement is irrelevant. Our concern is solely with
the microlevel function of social ties. And in this
regard, our results support a strong conclusion: as
dimensions go, the strength of a social tie appears
to account for much of its power as a predictor of
activism. But before we pronounce certainty on this
issue, let us turn our attention to one other dimen
sion of social ties.

2. Salience of ties.-Given the theoretical impor
tance ascribed to the salience of a tie at the putset of
the paper, it is especially important that we try to
assess the significance of this dimension in shaping
the applicant's decision regarding the summer pro
ject. To do so we will make use of several items from
the original project applications. The principal item
is an open-ended question asking the individual to
explain why they "would like to work in Mississippi
this summer." These answers were content-coded
along a number of dimensions. But the important
dimension for our purposes concerns the extent to
which, in their statements, the applicants explicitly
aligned themselves with a specific community or
reference group. Some examples of these types of
"aligning" statements follow: lO

If I'm to continue calling myselfa Christian, I must
act NOW to put my abstract conception of brother
hood into practice.

All of us in the movement must join forces if the
Summer Project is to succeed.

In my group offuture teachers I make it a point
to ask each of them, "Why do you want to go into
education?"

When combined with the organizational affilia
tions listed on the application, these statements
allowed us to create the variable, "recruitment con
text," to capture the principal communities/identi
ties that served to draw people into the project. Five
such communities emerged from our reading of the
open-ended question. These were teachers, religious
community, socialistslleftists, liberal Democrats,
and the civil rights movement. Along with the cat
egory, "no discernible group," these five commu
nities or reference groups comprised the coding
scheme for the variable, "recruitment context." But
to be coded as belonging to any of these communi
ties, it was not enough that the applicants express

identification with the group in their statements.
They also had to include among the organizational
affiliations listed on their applications at least one
organization tied to the community in question. So,
for example, to be coded as belonging to the "liberal
Democratic community," the applicants would have
had to assert this identity in their statements and
report membership in either their campus chapter
of Young Democrats or in a similar group. The var
iable, then, has both a subjective identification and
objective organizational dimension.

The significant, but hardly surprising, finding
from our perspective concerns the much higher
rates of participation among those embedded in
all five of the aforementioned recruitment con
texts. Table 4 reports the percentages of no-shows
and volunteers in each of the five contexts with the
comparable figures for those not identified with
any discernible context.

Only 65% ofthose lacking an identifiable recruit
ment "community" made it to Mississippi, as com
pared to from 83% to 87% of those so embedded. ll

The apparent causal influence of these recruit
ment contexts would appear to be due to two fac
tors. First, the subject's expressed identification
with these communities suggests a high degree of
salience for the identities embodied in each. And
second, their membership in organizations asso
ciated with these communities no doubt afforded
these subjects strong support for their expressed
identity as well as for the link between that identity
and participation in the Freedom Summer project.
This is exactly the combination of a highly salient
identity and strong social support for activism
based on that identity that we stressed at the outset
as crucial to the process of movement recruitment.
But one might complain that organizational mem
bership alone could well predict activism and that
combining it with subjective identification makes it
impossible to tease out the effects of each. We will
turn to this issue in our final analysis.

Assessing the combined effects of these
dimensions.-So far we have sought to assess the
independent effects of various factors or dimen
sions on the relationship between social ties and
activism. But what of the combined effects? When
taken together, which of these factors or dimensions
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appear to account for the role of social ties in con
straining or facilitating activism? To answer this
question, we report the results of four logistic mod
els incorporating all but one of the significant vari
ables touched on previously,12

The results reported in table 5 serve to under
score the importance of the combination ofa highly
salient identity and structural support for same in
encouraging activism. Three specific results from
the table bear comment. First, membership in any
of the five recruitment contexts is shown in the full
model (model 4) to bear a strong, positive relation
ship to participation in Freedom Summer,13 Second,
none of the simple organizational variables
including number of organizational affiliations,
as well as the specific categories of organizational
membership-are predictive of participation when
included in the same model as the recruitment con
texts. Finally, even the heretofore significant effect
of a strong tie to another volunteer washes out in
the face of the predictive power of the context vari
ables.

The conclusion is unmistakable: neither organi
zational embeddedness nor strong ties to another
volunteer are themselves predictive of high-risk
activism. Instead it is a strong subjective identi
fication with a particular identity, reinforced by
organizational or individual ties, that is especially
likely to encourage participation. Does this mean

organizational or individual ties are irrelevant
to the recruitment process? Hardly; it does, how
ever, suggest that if the identity sustained by the tie
is neither linked to participation nor particularly
salient to the person in question, it is not likely to
encourage activism. What about the opposite ques
tion? Is strong identification with a particular iden
tity enough to promote involvement in the absence
of structural support for same? It is significant that
we cannot directly answer this question with our
data. None of our subjects expressed strong iden
tification with any of these five identities without
also being structurally embedded in the relevant
?rganizational community supportive of that iden
tity. That is, identity salience would itself seem to be

social product.
We are left, then, with the kind of necessary but

ot sufficient relationship sociologists are so fond

of. Prior ties-either through organizations or par
ticular others-would seem to be necessary, but not
sufficient, for recruitment to high-risk activism. In
the absence of (a) a strong identification with the
identity sustained by the tie and (b) a link between
that identity and the movement in question, prior
ties are no more productive of participation than
the absence of ties. Such prior ties provide the cru
cial social context in which identities may achieve
salience and the linkage between identity and activ
ism can be forged, but the existence ofsuch ties does
not ensure that these crucial processes will, in fact,
take place.

Before concluding with a discussion of the sig
nificance of these findings, a few words are in order
regarding the strength of the relationship linking
integration into the "teaching context" with par
ticipation. Of the five contexts it would appear to
be the one with the least relevance for an explicitly
political project such as Freedom Summer. In point
of fact, however, the relationship is entirely consis
tent with the contemporary "framing" (Snow and
Benford 1988) of the project and, as such, represents
a nice nonintuitive example of the broader social
psychological dynamic sketched earlier.

As noted earlier, one of the two principal compo
nents of the project was the campaign to establish a
network of "freedom schools" throughout the state.
These schools were to expose students to a broader
range ofsubjects and more information on African
American history than they typically got in the
historically impoverished "separate but equal" insti
tutions they normally attended. The prominence
accorded the freedom school effort in planning for
the summer (see Holt 1965; McAdam 1988), made
the recruitment of qualified teachers a major goal
of project organizers. Toward this end they sought
and received official endorsement for the project
from the major national teacher's associations,
including the American Federation ofTeachers and
the National Educational Association.

These endorsements, coupled with the specific
steps taken by organizers to recruit upper-division
education majors on campus, represent exactly the
kinds ofefforts to link aparticular identity with par
ticipation that we expect to be especially effective
in encouraging participation. Though historically



Table 5 The Effects ofVarious Independent Variables on Participation in Freedom Summer Project

Modell Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Independent Variables (b) SE(b) (b) SE(b) (b) SE(b) (b) SE(b)

Level of prior activism .037* .015 .024 .171 .030+ .018 .001 .020

Race =white -.144 .189 -.097 .192 -.051 .196 -.006 .200

Gender =female -.291+ .157 -.311* .158 , -.338* .161 -.311+ .165

Age .064*' .016 .066" .017 .061 .017 .048*' .018

Highest grade completed -.042+ .019 -.036+ .019 -.037+ .019 -.032+ .019

Distance from home to Mississippi .00008 .0001 .00009 .0001 .0001 .0001 .00009 .0001

N of organizational affiliations .110' .051 .102' .052 .089 .056 .050 .057

Weak tie to volunteer .504" .190 .119 .261 .145 .264 .090 .269

Strong tie to a no-show -.260 .340 -.290 .353 -.239 .353 -.352 .361
--
Support categories:

Civil rights group -.277 .189

Other volunteers .570+ .336 .561+ .339 .524 .349

Proximity of tie:

Proximal -.013 .176 -.028 .177 -.017 .181

Distal .238 .189 .237 .190 .241 .194



Membership:

Religious organization -.429+ .242- -.271 .296

Civil rights organization -.241 .197 -.354+ .202

Democratic Party organization .198 .253 .362 .282

Socialist or New Left organization .074 .228 .143 .277
Teachers organization -.434 .372 -.270 .431

Recruitment context:

Religious .723' .341

Civil rights 1.057" .390

Liberal Democrat 1.210" .414

New left .798' .344

Teaching .867* .382

Constant -.177 .481 .104 .603 1.258 1.129 .426 1.000

Note.-N =: 766.

+ P < .10.

• P < .05.

•• P < .01.



not as disposed to political action as those inte
grated into the other four recruitment contexts,
prospective teachers were, in this case, the object of
specific recruiting appeals that sought to link their
future occupational identity to involvement in the
Freedom Summer project.

Discussion and Conclusion
All of this calls to mind the model of movement
recruitment outlined at the outset of this article. We
suggested that the ultimate decision to participate
in a movement would depend on four limiting con
ditions: (1) the occurrence of a specific recruiting
attempt, (2) the successful linkage ofmovement and
identity, (3) support for that linkage from persons
who normally serve to sustain the identity in ques
tion, and (4) the absence of strong opposition from
others on whom other salient identities depend.

The results reported in table 5 can certainly be
interpreted as consistent with the above account
of recruitment. All of our subjects-no-shows and
volunteers alike-shared the first two limiting con
ditions noted above. Clearly they were aware of the
project (condition 1) and, given their willingness to
apply, appear to have viewed the project as consis
tent with some salient identity (condition 2). In our
view, what differentiates the volunteers from the
no-shows is the extent of support they received for
this linkage (condition 3) and the relative absence
of opposition from salient others (condition 4). Not
only were the volunteers embedded in more orga
nizations, but also in ones-civil rights organiza
tions, teacher associations, and so forth-ideally
suited to reinforcing the linkage between iden
tity and action. Moreover, as the greater support
from parents suggests, the volunteers also appear
to have received less opposition (or more support)
from other salient relationships in which they were
involved.

All ofthis may help to explain the surprising lack
of statistical significance of the relationship linking
a strong tie to another volunteer with participation.
While this relationship had been significant in all
previous analyses, it appears that it was merely a
proxy for the recruitment contexts included in table
5· That is, the volunteers' ties to other volunteers
were themselves a function of the participants'
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greater integration into specific recruitment Con_
texts that served as the microstructural basis for
their decisions to take part in the project.

If this is the case, then, the analyses presented
here do more than simply support the general
model of recruitment outlined earlier. Our find
ings also argue for a much stronger effect of orga
nizational (or otherwise collective) as opposed to
individual ties in mediating entrance into collec
tive action. Clearly much work remains to confirm
this conclusion, but it is an intriguing one and one
that accords with "bloc recruitment" accounts of
the emergence and rapid spread of collective action
(Ober-schall 1973). Ties to individuals may well
mediate the recruitment process, but they appear
to do so with special force and significance when
the tie is embedded in a broader organizational or
collective context linking both parties to the move
ment in question.

We would be remiss, however, if we closed the
article on the structural note above. Clearly, the
most important implication of this research is as
much sociopsychological as structural. Network
analysts of movement recruitment have been
overly concerned with assessing the structure of
the subject's relationship to the movement with
out paying sufficient attention to the social psy
chological processes that mediate the link between
network structure and activism. As Gould has
recently argued, "It is risky to make generaliza
tions about the impact of network structure in the
absence of detailed information about collective
action settings" and the "influence process" by
which people come to participate in a social move
ment (1993, p. 195).

More specifically, prior ties would appear to
encourage activism only when they (a) reinforce
the potential recruit's identification with a par
ticular identity and (b) help to establish a strong
linkage between that identity and the movement in
question. When these processes of identity ampli
fication and identity/movement linkage take place,
activism is likely to follow. In the absence of these
processes, prior ties do not appear to be predictive
of participation. Movement analysts, then, need to
be as attuned to the content of network processes as
to the structures themselves.
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The paper by Marwell et al. (1988) is perhaps the only
pirical work to date that takes seriously the need to dis
guish and test the causal significance of various dimen-

ons of social ties,
In general, the discrepancy between attitud-es and behavior
s been borne out by countless studies conducted over the
rs, In summarizing the results of these studies, Wicker
9) offered what remains the definitive word on the sub-

t. Said Wicker, there exists, "little evidence to support the
stulated existence of stable, underlying attitudes within
eindividual which influence both his verbal expressions

his actions" (p, 75),
tryker is hardly alone in stressing the idea that the self is
de up of a hierarchy of identities, McCall and Simmons's
8) notion of "role salience" and Rosenberg's (1979) con
t of "psychological centrality" also rest on this funda

ntal premise,
For a slightly different but highly compatible argument,
Taylor and Whittier (1992),
ur deep appreciation goes to Louise Cook, the former

d librarian and archivist at the King Center, and to Jan
llegas-herself a Freedom Summer volunteer-of the New
ississippi Foundation, for all their help in locating and
pying the application materials used in this project.
The work of David Snow and several of his colleagues pro
e an important exception to this general assessment, In

eir pioneering theoretical work on the role ofsocial ties and
cial networks in recruitment, Snow et al. (1980) acknowl
ge the importance of "multiple embeddings" in struc
ring a person's "differential availability" for movement
rticipation, Later, Snow and Rochford (1983), in their study
ecruitment into the Hare Krishna movement, sought to

analyze the effect of various social ties on the recruit. They
conclude that "a substantial majority of... recruits had few
countervailing ties which might have served to constrain
their participation in the movement." In his later book on the
movement, Rochford (1985) provided additional data consis
tent with this conclusion.
7. Since the publication of this analysis in 1986, the first
author has acquired additional data that has allowed for
a recoding of the network items (strong tie to a volunteer,
weak tie to a volunteer, and strong tie to a no-show). Table 1
is included, then, not only to provide a baseline model for the
results to follow in this paper but to update the key analysis

from the earlier paper.
8. The other responses included in the list given respondents
were "spokespersons for movement groups," "movement lit
erature," and "other."
9. The reader should note that the N for the analysis reported
in table 3 is only 206, as compared to 630 for table 1. The rea
son for the reduced N has to do with a shift in the sources of
data used in computing tables 1and 3, All the variables in table
1 were generated using data taken from the original project
applications. Excluding those whose applications were rejected
and those whose project status could not be determined, the
number of such applications was 959. However, the data from
which the support variables shown in table 3were constructed
were taken from the 330 follow-up surveys returned by project
applicants. In order to test to see what effect, if any, reducing
the N would have on the magnitude of all variables other than
the support categories, a separate logit regression was run. It
is reassuring to note that a comparison of these two logits (the
original with an N of 206 and the one described above with an
N of630) revealed no significant differences in the direction or
magnitude of the other coefficients.
10. These quotes were taken from the summer project appli
cations. In each case the emphasis is my addition.
11. When we use an overall chi-square test, these differences
are significant at the .01 level.
12. The one exception is the measure of parental support
used in table 3. Given that the measure was based on infor
mation taken from the follow-up survey, including it here
would have reduced the overall N for the analysis from some

600 to 200.
13, "Recruitment context" is a single categorical variable in
the logit regression. The coefficient for each context reflects
the effect that is in addition to the base category, "no dis

cernible group."




